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Abstract: Cruise tourism is an obviously global industry in different dimensions. From a geographical
perspective, cruise ships are mobile and capable of being repositioned at a company’s notice,
which forms the inherent basis for its global spatial layout. As a branch of the cruise industry, the world
cruise is clearly globalizing in geographical space by offering long itinerary, even round-the-world
trips, for everyone. Using the schedule data from 2018 to 2019, this paper analyzes the spatial
characteristics of the itinerary and port organization of Cunard, a world cruise company. We find that
the itinerary distribution and port organization of Cunard are both globalization and regionalization,
and the latter is the core and main component of the former. Under the influence of the COVID-19
epidemic, the global mobility of cruises has ground to a halt, while local mobility offers the possibility
of its resumption as soon as possible. Turning to the regional voyage with the shorter and simple
itinerary is feasible for Cunard and other world cruises, which is conducive to the realization of the
resuming voyage as soon as possible. Moreover, strict boarding and safety onboard are essential.
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1. Introduction

Worldwide, the ocean cruise industry has an annual passenger compound annual growth rate of
6.63% from 1990 to 2020 [1], and it has become one of the most dynamic and fastest-growing industries
in international tourism [2]. In recent decades, with the rapid growth of the cruise market, cruise ships
have spread all over the world, in many geographical areas, from the Caribbean Sea, the Mediterranean
Sea, Alaska to Asia [3–7]. This leads to obvious geographical differences of cruise ships, such as
navigation areas and port of call, and provides passengers with various choices related to durations and
itinerary [8]. In most cases, itineraries typically last from 3 days up to 12 days, with the average cruise
lasting 7.2 days [9]. These types of itineraries are usually provided by Royal Caribbean International
Cruises or Carnival Cruises [10,11]. However, there are still some longer journeys, even lasting for four
months. They are usually called world cruises or round-the-world cruises [8,12]. Compared with other
types of cruise ships, their main customers are the elderly, and their service quality is higher [13,14].
Despite the importance of the cruise industry and the increasing amount of scholarly literature that
analyzes the main features and trends of the cruise economy [15,16], traffic [5,12,17], or tourism [18,19],
the world cruise is an under-researched, even neglected area of research within the literature in
geography for a long time [8].
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The cruise experience is a personal, highly emotional, memorable event that is created on the
cruise ship and visited ports of call during the multi-sensory high-quality service interactions between
service providers and guests [20]. Cruise passengers’ experience on different cruise ships and itineraries
is differentiated. During the last century, world cruise has become the ultimate travel experience [8],
because of its special itinerary and the spatial mode of destination ports [8]. According to Ward
(1995) [21], the first official world cruise was pioneered by the Cunard Line in 1922, providing an
itinerary that included many ports of call, and it is still welcomed by the world cruise passengers today.
Pallis (2015) [9] found that these world cruises usually belong to luxury cruises, including Cunard
Line, Seabourn, Regent Seven Seas Cruises, and Crystal Cruises, with a market share of only 1.9%,
and Cunard accounted for 1.1% in 2013. No other company carries more cruise passengers on world
voyages than Cunard. Therefore, it can be said that the Cunard cruise is the pioneer and even the leader
of the world cruise. As a pioneer of cruise ships in the world, Cunard has nearly 180 years of experience
in world navigation since its establishment in 1840. According to the official website of Cunard
(see http://www.cunardline.cn/), all Cunard liners operate in the world cruises, including RMS Queen
Mary 2, Queen Victoria, and MS Queen Elizabeth. In 2018–2019, they implemented 274 itineraries
and involved 194 ports. Cunard ships cruise to almost all most popular shipped to travel destinations
in the world, including the Caribbean, Mexico, Panama Canal, South America, Alaska, Africa,
Europe (Mediterranean and Baltic/Scandinavia and Russia), North America east coast (New England
and Canada), Asia, Australia, and New Zealand. Besides, cruise ships are often mixed with destinations
in the Caribbean, British Isles, Norwegian Fjord, Canada, Canary Islands, Mediterranean, and Baltic.

As formerly mentioned, Cunard has held a very important position in the world cruise industry
for a long time, and can be seen as the representative of the world cruise part. However, since the
COVID-19 outbreak on cruise ships in February 2020, the entire cruise industry has been badly affected.
From the current situation, a few cruises with short itineraries (up to 4 days) and even long itineraries
(7 or 14 days) start sailing again in a region, but world cruises (more than 2 weeks up to 1–2 months)
choose to extend its pause in operations, because of the global travel ban and the closed cruise ports.
Given the current uncertainty, cruise lines decide to extend the resuming schedule for keeping safety
and reputation, but it will further increase the financial burden. Cunard extends its pause in operations
from November 2020 until 25 March 2021, for its ship Queen Elizabeth; until 18 April 2021, for Queen
Mary 2 and until 16 May 2021, for Queen Victoria, while Costa and MSC, etc. have tried to resume
some of their cruises [22]. There is no doubt that this is a huge challenge for Cunard.

In this context, we take the Cunard cruise as a case, and want to make it clear that the
general geographical characteristics of the world cruises by analyzing the itinerary structure and
port organization in the global space. Furthermore, this helps one to understand the current
options and future resumption arrangements of Cunard under the influence of COVID-19, from a
geographical perspective.

The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. Section 2 reviews the literature concerning
itinerary, cruise port, and cruise risk. Section 3 introduces data and research methods in this study.
Section 4 analyzes the case of Cunard. The last section presents the conclusions and discussion.

2. Literature Review

2.1. Itinerary and Cruise Ports

Geographically, the cruise industry sells itineraries, not destinations [10], and the itinerary is
the core element of cruise traffic [23,24]. As far as cruise ships are concerned, the itinerary of cruise
ships does have a great influence on the occupancy rate of cruise ships [25]. Cruise companies need to
innovate their itineraries in different areas to attract tourists, which are usually chosen by world cruise
companies [26]. Furthermore, it significantly determines the differentiation and profitability of a cruise
company [27]. The design of cruise itineraries is an issue of critical strategic and operational importance
to cruise companies, because it is found to be a critical factor influencing customers’ selection of a
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cruise [28]. Cruise itinerary diversity allows cruise companies to target and appeal to different market
segments and achieve high profitability by spreading operations, but the duration of the journey has
to match the time availability and holiday patterns of the demand [27]. However, there is very little
literature about cruise lines or cruise itineraries [29]. The itineraries of world cruise are more diversified
and the time is longer, and ships can visit more cruise ports and regions [8]. World cruise ships are
different from ordinary offshore cruise ships, which make full use of more and more ports of call and
transit, and provide customers with excellent experiences in ports and destinations [30]. Mccalla and
Charlier (2006) [31] found that a geographically long voyage will be divided into several short parts.
This feature is considered as the common feature of the world cruise ships.

Actually, the design of a cruise itinerary is not a simple process, but a multi-criterion decision.
A cruise itinerary includes cruise port (homeport, port of call), the itinerary planning and scheduling
(duration, sailing time, the selection, time at ports) [27]. Among them, the cruise ports and the
geographical distribution of cruise ports are an important factor [32]. The layout of cruise ports
in different regions helps cruise ships navigate in different regions. However, some studies have
investigated that the cruise hub port is determined by cruise itineraries [33], and port of call plays an
important role in the cruise organization and the success of the itinerary [11]. Therefore, a single cruise
port is meaningless on cruise itinerary or cruise networks. It must be a group of ports, similar to those
in a global shipping network [34–38]. According to some literature, scholars have analyzed the cruise
port system [11], cruise ports hierarchy [23], and cruise port centrality [26]. These studies not only
provided a variety of empirical cases that facilitate theoretical advances of cruise geography, but also
offered research methods to study the cruise port pattern of world cruises.

2.2. COVID-19 Risks to Cruise

The health and wellbeing of passengers and crew are an essential priority for the cruise [39],
but the cruise industry is a crisis-prone industry [40]. Specifically, the norovirus (Nov) and influenza
outbreaks have been the major public health challenges for the cruise industry for a long time [41].
However, the novel coronavirus (COVID-19) has been challenging the world since 2020. Starting with
the Diamond Princess on 1 February 2020, at least 25 cruise ships had confirmed COVID-19 infections
by 26 March 2020, and at the end of March, ten ships remained at sea, unable to find a port that
would allow them to dock [42]. With no vaccine and limited medical capacity to treat the disease,
the unprecedented health-related risk it is causing has evolved into a large-scale cruise crisis [43,44].
After more than five months without cruising, some cruise lines tried to restart operations [45], but for
most cruises, return to operations is still very much unclear, especially with world cruises, and Cunard
have stopped their operations until March 2021 [22].

3. Data and Methodology

3.1. Data

The data used in this study are mainly obtained from the schedule published on the official website
of Cunard from 2018 to 2019 (http://www.cunardline.cn/). As the schedule published on the official
website is earlier than the actual sailing time of cruise ships, there may be some changes in the berthing
port during the actual sailing. The scheduled cruise ship on the website of the third-party travel
platform can also be accessed to ensure the reliability and authenticity of the research data. This includes
the Global Cruise Network (http://www.qyoulun.com/), the Most Cruise (http://www.zyoulun.com/),
and other websites, which publish the revised individual itineraries.

http://www.cunardline.cn/
http://www.qyoulun.com/
http://www.zyoulun.com/
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3.2. Methodology

3.2.1. Cruise Homeport and Port of Call

To analyze the spatial characteristics of the itinerary, we need to distinguish the functions of the
ports. Generally speaking, in an itinerary, there are mainly two types of functions: homeport and
port of call. Pallis (2015) [9] believed that the cruise homeport was very important, and pointed out
that it must have three main attributes: (1) adequate port infrastructure; (2) extensive and effective
services provided to cruise ships, passengers, and crew; and (3) good connections with other modes of
transport. Lekakou et al. (2009) [46] and Bayazit et al. (2016) [47] assumed that ports need to fulfill the
requirements of cruise lines if they were to be attractive homeports.

A cruise homeport is a comprehensive concept, which involves multi-dimensional and multi-factor
content. For the itinerary, we believe that the cruise homeport is different from the port of call. It should
have the following two characteristics: (1) as the embarkation port of a cruise itinerary, it undertakes the
gathering of the cruise tourism flow; and (2) as the debarkation port of a cruise itinerary, it undertakes
the allocation of the cruise tourism flow. Ports of call refer to those ports that do not belong to the
cruise homeports during the journey, including tourist destinations.

3.2.2. Port Differentiation and Port System

To describe the differences and connection between cruise ports affected by cruise itineraries,
we built the origin–destination matrix M, as used by Notteboom (2006) [35], Cullinane and Khanna
(2000) [48], Veenstra (2005) [49] and Wang (2008) [50].

L =
n∑

I=1

LIJ =
n∑

I=1

m−1∑
i=1

li +
n∑

I=1

m−1∑
i=1

k−1∑
j=1

li→ j +
n∑

I=1

k−1∑
j=1

m−1∑
i=1

l j→i (1)

M =
[
Ri j
]
194×194

(2)

First, we assume that l represents the itinerary between two ports, where Li→j is a set of directed
routes from port i and port j. Li←j is a set of directed routes from port j and port i. Li represents the set
of all routes passing through port i. LIJ is a set of two-way routes from port i and port j, and L is a set of
different vector itineraries. The higher the value of L, the stronger the itinerary organization’s ability of
the cruise ports. To further analyze the connection of cruise ports, we constructed a complete contact
matrix M for the cruise ports.

Ri = Oi + Dj =
n−1∑
j=1

(Ri j + R ji) =
n−1∑

i=1, j=1

HiPi j +
n−1∑

i=1, j=1

HiH j (3)

According to the matrix M, we defined the cruise route connection from port i to port j as Oij,
the cruise route connection from port j to port i is Dij, and Rij is the sum of all two-way links between
port i and port j, which mainly includes two types of relationships. (1) The relationship between the
cruise homeport and the port of call is defined as HP. (2) The relationship between cruise homeports is
defined as HH.

To study the relationship between cruise ports in the cruise port network, we used the
homeport-port of call linkage degree, defined as Lk. The specific formula is as follows, where Hi and
Hj refer to two homeports with a direct link (Figure 1):

Lk = HiPi j + HiH j(Hi → H j or Hi ← H j) (4)
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4. The Cunard Case Study

4.1. Itinerary Characteristics and Geographic Feature

4.1.1. Duration of the Cunard Cruise Itinerary

Cunard belongs to the world cruise which is characterized by the long itineraries, but also
offers short itineraries. Two hundred and seventy-four cruise itineraries are offered by Cunard Lines.
They can be divided into 50 different kinds of time lengths (Figure 2). The shortest is only two
days and the longest lasts 113 days. The number of itineraries that are completed within 25 days
is 233, accounting for 85% of the total. In particular, the 7-day and 14-day itineraries account for
24.5%. These three cruise ships have different itineraries. Queen Mary 2 has the most itineraries,
with 125 itineraries. The number of 5-day itineraries accounts for 21.5%, followed by 17-day itineraries.
The maximum duration is 113 days. There are 103 itineraries for Queen Elizabeth, and the longest
one is 49 days. The 20-day itineraries are more numerous. Queen Victoria offers only 45 itineraries.
There are more itineraries in 12 days and 14 days, and the longest itinerary is 82 days.
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Figure 2. The duration of Cunard cruise itineraries.

4.1.2. Type of the Cunard Cruise Itinerary

Cruise itinerary can be divided into the one-way and round-trip [8,9]. A one-way itinerary has
different embarkation and debarkation ports, such as the Vancouver (embarkation), San Francisco,
Los Angeles (debarkation) itinerary of Queen Elizabeth. Round-trip itineraries differ from one-way
itineraries, because the embarkation and debarkation ports for the former are the same, such as the
Melbourne (embarkation), Adelaide, Hobart, Alberni, Melbourne (debarkation) itinerary of Queen
Elizabeth. There are 170 one-way itineraries and 104 round-trip itineraries operated by Cunard, with a
ratio of 1.6:1. As shown in Figure 3, the duration of the Cunard cruise itinerary further indicates the
structure between these two types of cruise itineraries. Round-trip itineraries are more common on
7-day, 12-day, 14-day, and 21-day itineraries. On the contrary, one-way itineraries are widely distributed
in different times of voyage. This indicates that the cruise itinerary of Cunard is mainly open.Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 7 of 18 
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4.1.3. Structure Characteristics of the Cunard Cruise Itinerary

After a period of analysis, it can be known that Cunard is a type of world cruise, which is
characterized by long and global itineraries, but it also provides short itineraries. As a matter of fact,
for Cunard cruise, the short itinerary maybe just a supplement to the long itinerary, because it is attached
to the interior of the long itinerary, and can be regarded as a segmentation of the long itinerary [21].
However, this division of long itineraries is not as simple as “one plus one equals two”, instead of “one
plus one is greater than two”. More open itineraries are formed through the division of long itineraries.
Just like riding on a bus, passengers can choose the same or different embarkation and debarkation ports
than the original one long itinerary, only embarking and debarking at the same time. In such an itinerary
structure, different itineraries have the same embarkation port and form a set of itineraries. We call
them “itinerary group”, as shown in Figure 4. Ordinarily, the duration of cruise itineraries, no matter
how long, can be divided into two categories, one-way and round-trip. The standard cruise, Carnival,
Royal Caribbean, Costa Cruises usually offer simple itineraries (Figure 4a,c). However, in some regions,
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some itineraries of cruises also show the characteristics of the itinerary group, such as the itineraries of
the MSC Seaview, the Costa Fascosa, etc., in the Mediterranean Sea (Figure 4d) [10,11]. For Cunard,
both one-way and round-trip itineraries have the characteristics of the itinerary group (Figure 4b,d,e).
The connections between different itinerary groups are seamless. This has increased the diversity of
itineraries under normal circumstances.
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4.2. Spatial Organization of Cruise Ports

4.2.1. Distribution of Cruise Ports

To offer long itineraries and circumnavigation, it is necessary to mobilize the cruise ports in
different regions of the world. The study found that the number of cruise ports covered by the
itineraries of Cunard cruise ships is 194 (Figure 5). These cruise ports are distributed in coastal areas
of all continents except Antarctica, mainly in Europe, North America, South America, Australia,
New Zealand, Northeast Asia, and Southeast Asia, which account for 43.3%, 12.9%, 10.8%, 11.3%,
10.8%, and 7.2% of the total number of cruise ports, respectively.
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As shown in Figure 5, the spatial distribution of the ports used by the cruise ships is different,
which indicates the different cruise itineraries of cruise ships. Queen Mary 2 uses 59 cruise ports,
which are mainly distributed in Southeast Asia, Western Europe (including the Nordic countries),
Australia and New Zealand, South Asia, Central Asia, eastern North America, and the Caribbean.
There are 87 ports used by Queen Victoria. These ports are mainly distributed in Western Europe
(including the Nordic countries), the Mediterranean, North America, and East and South America.
Queen Elizabeth uses 109 registered ports, which are located in Western Europe (including the Nordic
countries), Alaska, China, the United States, South Africa, Australia, New Zealand, Southeast Asia,
and Northeast Asia, respectively. At the national level, the cruise ports used by Cunard cruises are
distributed in more than 60 countries and regions around the world, especially Japan (16 ports),
the United States (14 ports), Australia (14 ports), Norway (13 ports), Britain (12 ports), Spain (11 ports),
and Canada (10 ports). The number of ports in these countries accounts for 46.4% of the total usage
of Cunard.

However, different cruises will use the same port at different times. From the perspective of the
economy, there is a charge for using the port. It is irrational for world cruise to use completely different
ports to provide differentiated cruise itineraries. By adjusting the time and space layout of the itineraries,
Cunard has greatly improved the utilization rate of the cruise ports on the premise of ensuring the
diversity of the itineraries. The ports used by all three cruise ships are located in Western Europe
(including the Nordic countries) shipping area, including Southampton, Tenerife, Lisbon, Stavanger,
Bergen, and Olsson. There are 43 ports used by any two cruise ships, which are mainly concentrated
in Western Europe (including the Nordic countries), North America, East, Southeast Asia, Australia,
and South Africa. There are 147 ports used by a single cruise ship, which are located in Western Europe
(including the Nordic countries), the Caribbean Sea, the Mediterranean Sea, Central Asia, South Asia,
Southeast Asia, and Northeast Asia.

4.2.2. Organizing Ability of Cruise Ports

The use of limited ports to complete the round-the-world journey is bound to form the difference
in port organizational capacity. According to Formula (1), we calculated the itinerary organization
capacity of the cruise ports which Cunard used (Figure 6).
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The average itinerary organization capacity of each cruise port used by Cunard is 11. Fifty-seven
ports are higher than the average, accounting for 29.1% of all cruise ports used by Cunard. Southampton,
New York, and Melbourne are the top three cruise ports. Southampton has the highest level of organizing
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ability, with 88 itineraries. New York and Melbourne have 43 and 25 itineraries respectively. Besides,
Adelaide, Halifax, Sydney, Hamburg, Brisbane, Hobart, Corner Brook, Singapore, and Darwin are
all over 20 itineraries. They are mainly concentrated in Western Europe, North America, Australia,
and Southeast Asia, especially Britain, the United States, Australia, and Canada. Some cruise ports,
with low organizational capacity, have only one itinerary, including Invergordon, Levick, Kirkwall, Belfast,
Auburn, Edinburgh, Rome, Venice, Corfu, Vigo, Mallorca, Cagliari, Fukuoka, Kagoshima, Kochi, etc.

4.2.3. Classification of Cruise Homeports

As the embarkation and debarkation port of cruise itineraries, the cruise homeport plays a key role
in the itinerary [30]. According to the definition of the cruise homeport, we have identified 24 cruise
homeports, including Southampton, New York, Hamburg, Sydney, Fort Lauderdale, Melbourne,
Yokohama, Singapore, Vancouver, Hong Kong, Brisbane, Dubai, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Cape Town,
Kiel, Perth, Adelaide, Santiago, Auckland, Rio de Janeiro, Quebec, Shanghai, Le Havre (Figure 7).
They account for 12% of all cruise ports. These cruise homeports are located on six continents besides
Antarctica. There are six homeports in North America and Australia. Only two homeports are in South
America (Rio de Janeiro and Santiago) and one in Africa (Cape Town).Sustainability 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 10 of 18 
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A small number of cruise homeports are used by Cunard to complete all the itineraries and
circumnavigation. The key point is that cruise itineraries with different durations connect the homeports
of different regions to form a global cruise network. The cruise homeport of Southampton has close
links with 17 other homeports, including New York, Hamburg, Sydney, Hong Kong, and Cape
Town. The next one is New York, which has links with 13 homeports, including Fort Lauderdale,
Singapore, Sydney, and Los Angeles, etc. Sydney has links with 11 homeports, including Melbourne
and Auckland. Besides, Hong Kong, Singapore, and Hamburg have links with nine homeports each
(Table 1). For example, during of 49-day itinerary from Southampton to Melbourne, there are five
homeports, including Southampton, Cape Town, Adelaide, Perth, and Melbourne. This also confirms
the above findings.
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Table 1. Classification of cruise homeports.

Homeport
Contact Ports

Range Grade Homeport
Contact Ports

Range Grade
Homeport Port of Call Homeport Port of Call

Southampton 17 129 Global I San Francisco 4 11 Intercontinental III
New York 13 52 Global I Los Angeles 3 11 Intercontinental III
Hamburg 9 48 Intercontinental II Cape Town 5 8 Intercontinental III
Sydney 11 23 Intercontinental II Kiel 1 12 regional III

Fort Lauderdale 6 25 Intercontinental III Perth 4 9 Intercontinental III
Melbourne 8 22 Intercontinental III Adelaide 3 9 regional III
Yokohama 1 25 Intercontinental III San Antonio 2 9 Intercontinental III
Singapore 9 14 Intercontinental III Auckland 3 8 regional III
Vancouver 6 17 Intercontinental III Rio de Janeiro 1 0 regional IV
Hong Kong 9 13 Intercontinental III Quebec 3 3 regional IV

Brisbane 5 13 Intercontinental III Shanghai 1 2 regional IV
Dubai 7 11 Intercontinental III Le Havre 1 0 regional IV

Besides, there are obvious differences in the connection strength between cruise homeports.
The links between New York and Southampton are the strongest with 44 itineraries, while 32 itineraries
are departing from Southampton to New York. Secondly, there are 17 itineraries from Hamburg to
Southampton, 16 itineraries from Southampton to Hamburg, 12 itineraries from Hamburg to New York,
12 itineraries from Melbourne to Adelaide, 11 itineraries from Melbourne to Auckland, 11 itineraries
from Adelaide to Melbourne, and 10 itineraries from New York to Hamburg. The itinerary between
the two cruise homeports is both unidirectional and bidirectional, reflecting the directionality of the
itineraries. This also indicates that the itinerary organization of Cunard cruises in different regions is
different, which may be related to seasonality and the passenger source market [11,31].

A port of call differs from the cruise homeport. They are usually located in the middle of the
cruise itinerary. Therefore, a port of call plays the “relay” role in the cruise network and provides a
driving force for the diversity of the cruise homeport network. Based on the schedule data collected,
we identified 170 ports of call and then calculated the relationship between ports of call and homeports.
The number of ports of call used by Cunard is larger than the number of cruise homeports. Most ports
of call are directly connected with Southampton and Hamburg. Southampton has links with 128 ports
of call all over the world. Therefore, it has the widest coverage at sea, with the frequent links being
from Southampton to Lisbon. New York has links with 51 ports of call, and the frequent links are
from New York to Halifax. Melbourne has links with 23 ports of call, the frequency of which is from
Melbourne to Hobart.

Based on the results of the previous analysis, due to the arrangement of the cruise itineraries,
the ports used by Cunard are quite different, especially the cruise homeport. According to the links
of the itineraries between the cruise ports, we classified the cruise homeports. As shown in Table 1.
The homeports of Cunard can be divided into five grades.

Grade I. The homeports of Southampton and New York have the highest grades, located on the
east and west sides of the North Atlantic, and are the major for Cunard. From the perspective of the
cruise ports links, Southampton has links with 17 homeports and 129 ports of call (Table 1). New York
has links with 13 homeports and 52 ports of call. From the spatial range of the itinerary, their itineraries
are global.

Grade II. Sydney and Hamburg are located in Australia and Western Europe respectively.
Sydney has links with 11 homeports and 23 ports of call. Hamburg has links with 9 homeports
and 48 ports of call. They also have a high ability to organize itineraries. However, their itineraries
are Intercontinental.

Grade III. There are 16 homeports, including Fort Lauderdale, Melbourne, Yokohama, Singapore,
Vancouver, Hong Kong, Brisbane, Dubai, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Cape Town, Kiel, Perth, Adelaide,
Santiago, and Auckland. The itineraries from Kiel are in northern Europe, while the itineraries from
Adelaide and Auckland are concentrated in eastern Australia, so they belong to the regional homeports
in terms of the range of voyage space. The itineraries from other homeports are spread over different
continents, so they are intercontinental ports.
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Grade IV. The homeports are Quebec, Rio de Janeiro, Shanghai, and Le Havre, which are located in
North America, South America, Asia, and Europe, respectively. The itineraries from these homeports
are few and regional and usually short in duration. Therefore, for Cunard, these homeports belong to
a marginal part, and their grade is lowest.

4.2.4. Spatial Systems of Cruise Ports

The above introduces the characteristics of the itinerary and the differentiation of ports. According to
the space region of cruise ship voyages, the regional distribution of cruise homeport, Cunard divides
the long and round-the-world itineraries into several regional itineraries. Then, the itineraries of each
region are further divided to form a group of itineraries with the same embarkation port. Based on the
conceptual model of port group formation under space and connectivity criteria, we divide the homeport
and the port of call, which are contacted by different itinerary groups [38]. Theoretically, twenty-four
port organization systems can be formed by combining the geographical regions of the cruise homeport
and ports of call, but only 17 are identified (Figure 8). They are the Europe system, the Eastern North
American system, the Western North American system, the Alaska system, the Caribbean system,
the Northeast Canada system, the Western South America system, the Eastern South America system,
the South Africa system, the Middle East system, the South China system, the East Asia system,
the Southeast Asia system, the Northeast Asia system, the West Australia system, the East Australia
system, and the North Australia system. This indicates the regional character of the cruise port system.
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(1) The homeport is the core of these cruise port systems. Based on the number of cruise homeports,
these cruise port systems can be further divided into two types. One type of cruise port system
has more than two homeports, which is relatively complex, including the European system and the
East Australia system. For example, in the Europe system, there are 68 ports of call with the cruise
homeports of Southampton, Hamburg, Kiel, and Le Havre, which are distributed in Western Europe.
Another type of cruise port system has only one homeport, including the Eastern North America
system, the Western North America system, the Alaska system, the Caribbean system, the Northeast
Canada System, the Western South America system, the Eastern South America system, the South
Africa system, the Middle East system, the South China system, the East Asia system, the Southeast
Asia system, the Northeast Asia system, the West Australia system, and the North Australia system.
For example, the Eastern South America system has one homeport of Rio de Janeiro and six ports of
call. The regional port system with multiple homeports has a larger source market and higher demand
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for itineraries. Therefore, the port connections of these systems are more complex and the grade of the
homeport is higher.

(2) The cruise port systems not only have characteristics of proximity, but also show connectivity.
As shown in Figure 8, the Middle East system is adjacent to the Southeast Asia system. The Eastern
South America system is adjacent to the Western South America system. This is the result of the
division of the round-the-world itinerary. Meanwhile, other systems are connected. The connectivity
is controlled mainly by two factors. One case is the connection between homeports. In two adjacent
cruise port systems, there are direct itineraries between these cruise homeports. For example, the East
Asia system and the South China system are connected by ports of Hong Kong and Shanghai. The East
Australia system and the North Australia system are connected through the ports of Brisbane, Sydney,
and Melbourne. The Alaska system and the Western North America system are connected through
Vancouver, Los Angeles, and San Francisco, while the Eastern North America system, Caribbean
system, and Europe system are connected through Southampton, New York, and Fort Lauderdale.
From the perspective of spatial location, the connections between homeports are all based on spatial
proximity, except for the trans-Atlantic connection between Southampton and New York (Cunard is the
only shipping company operating a scheduled passenger service between North America and Europe).
The other is the connection between ports of call. One or more common ports of call are contained in
two different systems. For example, the South Africa system is connected to the West Australia system
through Port Elizabeth, Port Louis, and at the same time, to the Europe system through Tenerife and
Madeira. From the perspective of itineraries, the main reason is that the ports of call are used more
repeatedly by cruise ships sailing in different directions.

(3) The space radiation range of the homeport in the cruise port system is different. Some homeports,
like Vancouver in the Alaska system, Singapore in the Southeast Asia system, radiate in a small region.
The radiation area of other homeports is larger, including Dubai in the Middle East system, Cape Town
in the South Africa system, etc. However, the radiation range is not directly related to the grade of
the homeport, but is related to the arrangement of the itinerary and the spatial distance between
regional homeports.

(4) The extension of the coastline, the spatial distribution of the ports, and the directionality of the
cruise itineraries determine the form of the port system. The port systems of a single tend to be linear
or fan-shaped, including the Western North American system, the Alaska system, the Western South
America system, the Eastern South America system, the South Africa system, the Middle East system,
the South China system, the East Asia system, the Southeast Asia system, the Northeast Asia system,
the West Australia system, and the North Australia system.

5. Conclusions and Discussion

Differences in cruise itineraries have led to distinctive market segments [15]. From the perspective
of geography, this study reveals the characteristics of itinerary and port organization. As a typical
representative of the world cruise, Cunard provides differentiated leisure itineraries for cruise
passengers and forming a regional and global cruise ports network through the configuration of cruise
ports around the world.

The results clearly show that the long durations, open itineraries mainly, especially the “itinerary
group”, were formed through the division of longer voyages, which are characteristic of Cunard’s
itineraries. The ports used by Cunard are distributed in more than 60 countries and regions around the
world. However, the regional agglomeration distribution of the itinerary group determines that the
spatial organization of different functional ports (homeports, ports of call) also shows regionalization,
so that several port space systems are formed. Therefore, from the perspective of geography, the itinerary
and port organization of Cunard show the co-existence of globalization and regionalization.
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5.1. Choice of Cruise Company

In principle, to complete the world navigation, the Cunard cruise needs to make the best use
of cruise ports around the world, including cruise homeports and ports of call. At the same time,
it is necessary to allocate the sailing time of ships in different regions reasonably, by using a limited
number of ports. Cunard firstly builds a global layout of homeports which are key ports within a
region or country. For example, New York harbor is the largest in the United States, and Sydney harbor
is the busiest tourist distribution center in Australia. Hamburg is the most important port in Germany.
These homeports are located in cities of high grade, dense population, developed economy, and rich
tourism resources. Cunard takes the homeports of different regions as the center and the port of call as
the supplement to build the regional itinerary network. However, in different regions, the duration of
the vessel voyage determines the different classes between homeport and the complexity of the regional
cruise port system. Actually, for world cruise ships, the allocation of the sailing time in different
regions is influenced by seasonal factors of regional cruise ports and markets. Some cruise regions are
less affected by the seasonality of activities, such as the Caribbean, the Mediterranean, and Europe.
Cruise ships will voyage longer in these regions, while shorter in some regions where seasonality
is evident, including Alaska, Canada, Australia/New Zealand, etc. [15]. Besides, cruises around the
world require ships to voyage from one region to another. No matter which area the ships are sailing
in, Cunard is guaranteed to operate during the high season. Doing this also helps to ensure a high
occupancy rate.

As for Cunard, the itinerary group multiplies the number of itineraries. As for cruise lines,
the number of ports used has remained stable, but the diversity of itineraries has greatly increased.
Without a division of itineraries, just 65 itineraries are enough for all Cunard liners in a cycle
(usually one year); less than a quarter of the current number. Voyages around the world usually last
three months, even longer, which is difficult to ensure the occupancy rate of cruise ships without
dividing the itineraries. In this way, cruise lines do not have to pay additional port charges but can
offer passengers a more diverse itinerary experience, which can attract passengers with different
preferences and increases occupancy rates. For cruise passengers, long itineraries are generally targeted
at the elderly who have enough leisure time. However, the itinerary group formed by division can
attract several young passengers and families with short leisure time. The itinerary of Cunard is more
finely divided, and the shortest itinerary is only two days in the itinerary group. Besides, after the
itinerary is divided, cruise passengers can reduce travel costs, because more ports can choose to board.
From the perspective of itinerary structure and port functions, the main reason why the itinerary can
be subdivided is that, in the middle part of the itinerary, some ports of call for ships can also provide
the boarding service to the passenger, such as the homeport. Therefore, these ports, for passengers of
different itineraries, have both the functions of a homeport and a port of call.

Compared with similar types of cruises, Cunard can maintain the maximum passenger capacity,
which is closely related to the arrangement of the itinerary group and the layout of the homeports in
different regions. The construction of the itinerary group is not only restricted by the port space location,
but also affected by the immigration management policy, passenger consumption habits, etc., in a
region. For example, the Asian market is year-round, with plenty of customers, especially in China.
However, only two homeports, Hong Kong and Shanghai, are used by Cunard. Due to the current
immigration policy in China, the passengers can only board and disembark at the same homeport in
an itinerary, as shown in Figure 4c, which makes it hard to design the itinerary group. Compared to
different types of cruises, most homeports used by Cunard are located on the mainland coast and
in developed countries, and some homeports are reused by a different cruise in different itineraries.
The source market hinterlands and the affluence of the port city of the homeport may be the main factor.

5.2. Challenge of Resuming Voyage

With the COVID-19 pandemic and no vaccine, the resuming voyage of cruise ships remains
a challenge. Most countries and local governments have adopted stricter entry-exit policies,
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including restrictions on flights and ports, to reduce the mobility of international personnel and
keep social distancing [44]. These have become an external obstacle to resume for Cunard, as shown in
the following aspects.

(1) Long cruises, even round-the-world trips, are impossible during the COVID-19 cruise
tourism crisis, and Diamond Princess has clearly demonstrated that long cruises provide “Petri
dish” environment for COVID-19 [51].

(2) This itinerary structure of the “itinerary group” is more dangerous during the COVID-19
epidemic because passengers from different ports of embarkation will disembark at the same or
different ports. This increases the chance for passengers from different regions to share the same vessel
and speeds up the mobility of personnel between regions [52]. For the company, this greatly increases
the difficulty and cost of COVID-19 prevention and control.

(3) Cunard’s itineraries require the cooperation of the cruise ports in many countries and regions
around the world, but the current global travel ban, especially most cruise ports, does not allow cruise
ships to be used. Therefore, the conditions for its resumption are basically not available.

(4) Due to the relatively closed space on the ship and the fact that it targets middle-aged and
elderly customers, it is more difficult to prevent and control the disease.

5.3. Suggestions and Reflections of Resuming Voyage

The full resumption of the cruise industry is still unclear, but individual cruise lines have
announced a resumption date. For Cunard and other world cruises, if they want to resume voyage as
soon as possible, they can try to make adjustments in the following aspects.

(1) Local mobility

As for Cunard, the itinerary organization of the cruise ports indicates that it will not only simply
visit ports around the world, but also further organize several cruise itineraries in some regions,
which account for more than 70 percent of all itineraries. Besides, the grade difference of homeports
used by Cunard indicates its choice and positioning of global source markets. Europe is the main
source market, followed by North America and Australia-New Zealand, then Asia, and finally South
America, South Africa, etc. For the regional port systems, the European system is on a large scale.
Therefore, under the circumstance that the round-the-world trip cannot be provided and the open
conditions are satisfied, it may be the best choice for Cunard to try to provide a regional cruise service,
with Southampton as the homeport.

(2) Shorter itinerary and no itinerary group

Currently, the resume cruise itineraries serviced by cruise lines are mostly short, in order to
avoid contact between passengers from different regions and reduce the time onboard. Under the
current situation, the itinerary shown in Figure 4a or Figure 4c is the one adopted by cruise ships that
have resumed voyage without the itinerary group. In addition, a short cruise without destination,
even cruise sightseeing without itinerary, may also be an option.

(3) Strict boarding and safety on board

Before boarding the ship, passengers and crew should pass the strict virus inspection and health
observation, in order to ensure that the passengers aboard the ship are safe. Besides, health tracking,
space safety, and air purification and flow, etc. should be essential on board. Comparing the resumed
cruises with Cunard (Table 2), the minimum per capita space of Cunard is bigger. To reduce the number
of personnel on board, the current full capacity of the cruises is about 60% to 70%, which can keep
operating safely in this COVID-19 world.
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Table 2. Cunard and the resumed cruises.

Queen Elizabeth Queen Victoria Queen Mary 2 Costa Deliziosa Costa Diadema MSC Grandiosa

Gross Tonnage (gt) 90,901 90,049 148,528 92,720 132,500 181,000
Passengers (person) 2077–2503 2074–2489 2726–3271 2260–2712 3772–4526 4888–5772
Min per capita space

(gt/person) 36 36 45 34 29 31
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